Abstract-In order to reasonable and effective distribute bandwidth to giving full play to the advantages of network resources and improve the efficiency of network data flow in heterogeneous network, this paper puts forward a heterogeneous network bandwidth allocation algorithm. The algorithm is adopted connection bandwidth constraint mechanism in the flow model, starting from the data transmission in the network key topological properties, and combines with routing strategy, using the connection bandwidth allocation to regulate the flow of the network data flow, to achieve ease network congestion, increase network load capacity, at the same time, the qualitatively analyses the process and cause of the change of the flow. Finally in scale-free network and small-world network on the network topology platform made simulating experiment, the experimental results show that: The algorithm optimizes the network bandwidth resource allocation, regulates the network traffic, increased the network load capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development and mature of wireless technology, wireless access methods and a variety of mobile devices are becoming more and more popular, the performance of all sorts of different media, different communication subnet built into a complex heterogeneous network [1] [2] [3] . Now the IP network environment (wide area network or the Internet) is fully heterogeneous, people can through the PSTN, ISDN, DSL and FD -DI or ATM, etc. a variety of ways access, each endpoint can gain access to the network QOS (especially the available bandwidth) which has a big difference. Important such as small world and scale-free network features was found in succession in the end of the 20th century, more and more science researchers begin to through a complex network perspective to look at and study the complex system of nature and human society, involved in the study of complex networks [4] [5] [6] [7] . The complex network data flow research is one the key research direction. Along with the network data flow increasing, transmission congestion is inevitable. So, to improve congestion of critical network load capacity as much as possible has become core problem to solve. Previously many science researchers had made a lot of research, has achieved fruitful results [5] [6] [7] . Arenas A provided a state parameter for analysis the free state network to congestion status transformation that provides the perfect theoretical description way; Wang D proposed multiple routing policy that can improve the network load [8] [9] [10] ; Guimera R discovered the relationship between the network data flow load with network Betweenness, and found that network load and network node Betweenness is inversely proportional to the largest [11] [12] [13] ; Zhang G Q proposed that by deleting some edges on the network to reduce network node Betweenness, it can raise capacity of network load of delete edge expansion method, HU, M B analysis spare bandwidth allocation, network load ability of qualitative change [14] [15] [16] .
Available bandwidth is both the important network resources and the determinants of network transmission performance. In a large amount of data exchange applications, the adequate and stable network bandwidth is the premise to guarantee service quality. The available bandwidth is one of the most important parameters in the quality of service, widely applied to the streaming video on demand, end-to-end access control, server selection, congestion control and network security, etc. Therefore, the accurate measurement of bandwidth is of great significance for the improvement of the performance of network application and utilization of the network itself, Especially in real-time applications, the end to end data transmission flow need adjusting according to the available bandwidth information and network bandwidth measurement research has a very important role to improve the performance of simulation system [17] [18] . By bandwidth measurement, wan bandwidth resources is understood so as to guide the data transmission and bandwidth allocation of wan real-time simulation system and improve performance of wan real-time simulation system. In the distributed interactive simulation system of wan environment, the network bandwidth measurement technology research will help to increase the bandwidth utilization and reduce the delay of simulation data.
Because the bandwidth measurement has important significance in network QOS and real time applications, the related technologies obtain extensive research [19] . After many years of research, bandwidth measurement technology has made great progress, and derived a lot of the classic techniques and algorithms, but because of the complexity of the network topology and traffic behavior, namely most of the discussion of techniques and algorithms are based on the assumption that the measurement of period T in the end-to-end path P routing remain stable and the buffer is infinite and background flow is stable, the existing algorithms cannot eliminate background traffic routing changes and measure the results of the impact of time-varying properties. In addition, the actual buffer is infinite and packet loss can affect the measured results.
Ling X proposed a bandwidth allocation algorithm, aiming at the routing strategy of this paper, lay particular stress on the relatively important connection and allocation of bandwidth, achieved the goal that improve network performance [20] .
Generally the study of network data flow load lifting problems mainly from two aspects: one is to seek more suitable for data transmission in the network topology, the second is to find more efficient routing policy [21] . Many of the previous studies seldom put the connection side of bandwidth constraints into consideration, in the node processing ability of the network, the connection side of transmission capacity limitation often become the important cause of the congestion occurred. Scientific research and life experience has shown that bandwidth constraints, on the edge of the network connection is often as a bottleneck restricting network data flow, since most of the real problems can't avoid and ignore the bandwidth constraint, then put the reasonable effective bandwidth allocation as make full use of and giving full play to the advantages of network resources, and improve the efficiency of the network data flow weapons will has more important practical significance.
So, this paper added connection bandwidth constraint mechanism in flow model, starting from the key network topology characteristics of restricted data transmission, proposed a heterogeneous network bandwidth allocation algorithm; Combined with routing strategy, using the connection bandwidth allocation to regulate the flow of the network data flow, to achieve ease network congestion, increase network load capacity; At the same time, the qualitative analysis is the process and cause of the change of the flow.
In this paper, the second part introduces the network data flow model; the third part is introduced in this paper that heterogeneous network bandwidth allocation algorithm; the fourth part has carried on the bandwidth algorithm of network data flow experiment the fifth part is the conclusion. This paper mainly in the following aspects as the development and innovative work:
(a) in order to reasonably and effectively distribute in heterogeneous network bandwidth to give full play to the advantages of network resources and improve the efficiency of network data flow, this paper proposes a kind of heterogeneous network bandwidth allocation algorithm. The algorithm introduced a concept of "controlled side", added connection bandwidth constraint mechanisms in flow model, through incorporate appropriate proportion of "controlled side", to allocate the bandwidth resource, starting from the data transmission in the network key topological properties, combining with data flow model of congestion awareness routing strategy, using the bandwidth allocation adjustment data flow direction, to achieve ease network congestion occurs, improves the bandwidth efficiency, eventually making the network load capacity of the whole has well significantly increased than the bandwidth distribution uniformity. At the same time, qualitatively analyses the process and cause of the change of the flow. Packets on the network traffic can be divided into two parts: one part is constituted by the packets in the network and the other part is made from outflow packets that reaches the destination and disappears from the network. When the both flow are balanced, data flows are in a state of free flow; when the current flow is greater than the latter, packet begins to accumulate in the network and network congestion does not begin to happen until it achieves a certain degree of accumulation.
(b)In order to further verify, this paper presents the correctness and effectiveness of a heterogeneous network bandwidth allocation algorithm, in scale-free network and small-world network on the network topology platform made simulating experiment, the experiment of network size for 1000 nodes and undirected networks. The initial node of BA network model is not connected with each other m0= m = 3, < K> = 6; the probability of random reconnection WS network model p = 0.3, < K>= 4; the processing capacity of node packets is 100, every link on the edge of the initial bandwidth is b0= 10, the controlled side and bandwidth b1 = 1. When the percentage changes in controlled edge, from the changes of network load capacity in BA network model, it can be seen that as ce f has the modest increase, the network load ability has the increase with different degree. When ce f increases to a certain extent, the network load capacity begin to fall, illustrating the controlled side ratio optimal value is found in the network. When controlled side increases in the BA network, the node connection bandwidth of standard deviation changes. As the increase of controlled side proportion in BA networks, bandwidth standard deviation values are falling and connectivity and bandwidth of each node tends to equilibrium. In WS small-world network, node connectivity and bandwidth distribution are more balanced and the network load capacity of whole is stronger. Simulated result of experiment shows that in the small world network node connection edge bandwidth has strong correlation with network load, when the node connection bandwidth allocation is the most balanced and maximum network load capacity, proves the correctness and effectiveness of this algorithm.
II. THE FLOW MODEL OF NETWORK DATA

A. Network Topology Model
As complex network research as an important discovery -small of world phenomenon, reflects the many real networks of the large clustering coefficient and small average distance of the feature. In order to build the network can reflect the characteristics, Watts and Strogat Z put forward the small world network model is in 1998, called WS small-world model. This model can be viewed as transition from rule to random network, its construction algorithm are as follows: given contains N points of the nearest neighbor coupled network, in which each node with its adjacent around each K/2 nodes are linked together, with the probability p to reconnect at random each edge in the network. Which regulates, between any two distinct nodes at most only a side, and each node can have edges connected to itself.
In WS model, p = 0 corresponds to the rules of the network, p=1 completely corresponds to a completely random networks, by adjusting the p values can be controlled from the transition rules of the network to a completely random network completely.
Scale-free Networks In recent years, another important discovery on the complex network research is that many complex networks, including the Internet, the WWW and metabolic network etc. that connection degree distribution with exponential form. Because this kind of network node characteristic length had no obvious connection degree, so called scale-free networks. In order to explain the mechanism of power law distribution, BARABA i s and Albert proposed a scale-free network model, known as BA scale-free network model. BA model contains two main features:1) growth characteristic, the network scale is constantly expanding;2) preferential attachment characteristic, new nodes tend to be more connected to those with higher degree of connection nodes, this phenomenon is referred to as "the rich get richer" or "Matthew effect" characteristic. BA network model buildings are as follows:
a) The initial network with m0 nodes; b) Network growth process, each step add a node v and m edges (m, m0); c) Preferential attachment to probability
To add a new edge at the end of the network in the existing nodes i , the i k is one of the node i
B. Data Flow Model
In this paper, uses connection edge to transfer capacity limits (bandwidth constraints) network data flow model, description as below.
Look the N nodes of each node in the network as the host and the router combination, at the same time have the ability to produce, forwarding and receiving data packets; the packet processing capacity of each node I to i c , per unit of time step node i can handle most i c packets. For the sake of simplicity, define the packet processing capacity of each node i c are the same, and the constant. Nodes with infinite length buffer queue, new packets placed in the tail of the queue, and according to the principle of "first-in, first-out (FIFO); New packets generated in the selection the source node and destination node is random; Unit of time step, in the whole networks the rate of new packets for R; Network congestion occurs only in the node.
In addition, the transmission capacity of each connection is defined as the bandwidth B, per unit of time step beside each one way there can be a maximum B a packet in the pass, and I have a side at the same time relative to one another as the packet is passed each other. If bandwidth use saturated, packet is still stored in the node's buffer queue. Contracting out arrived at the destination node packets will be immediately removed from the network.
Packets on the network traffic can be seen as two parts, one part of the new flows into the packets in the network, the other part is the destination of outflow packet disappearing from the network. When the both flow balance, the data flow in a state of free flow; when the current is greater than the latter, the packet began to accumulate in the network; the accumulation reaches a certain degree, the network congestion begins to happen. In order to clearly describe the network free flow state to congestion state in the phase change process, here introduce a phase change parameter η: Routing strategy: Use a combination of global and local information of the routing algorithm with congestion awareness. Assume that data packets from the source node s transfer to the target node t. First of all, the neighbor nodes perform local search. If you find the target node, the data packets are directly delivered to the destination, otherwise, just according to the following strategy to find the next delivery nodes.
First of all, the compute node s weights of i u all the neighbor node, for neighbor node i , weights of i u through expression is calculated as follows:
Among them, Li → t is a shortest path length for node i to the destination of node t, i t is the storage node i which is the current number of packets to be processed, which is equal to the router buffer queue length, α is a can adjust parameters, the range between 0 and 1. When the nodes i occurs congestion, i u value will be very big.
Then, select a weight minimum node as a routing node. If there are multiple weights of the smallest node, and then randomly selected one of them.
According to the above process until we find the target node t , When the parameter α = 1, or when the node is no cumulative data packets, the algorithm is degraded to the shortest path routing algorithm (SPR), when the α to be near 0,expains that the routing lines are far away from the shortest path.
III. BANDWIDTH PROVISIONING ALGORITHM
Betweenness centrality or Betweenness represents a network after a node (edge) of the number of shortest paths,if the node Betweenness is higher (edge) means that passes through the node (edge) of the shortest path is more, so after the node (boundary) to the other nodes (edge) of the average path length is shorter. Usually pass between a pair of nodes, shortest route will no doubt make the lowest cost of delivery. But when more than the node transmission occurs at the same time, it will make a number of shortest paths more several nodes burden, have increased the probability of congestion.
Network node Betweenness of load influence play a crucial role, there are the following relation ship:
The network maximum load capacity c S and network node Betweenness is inversely proportional to the g  . In theory, change the network structure, reducing the maximum number of interface nodes to improve network load capacity, In order not to destroy the existing network structure, this paper presents a bandwidth allocation algorithm to reduce the number of Gao Jie node load and improve the network overall load capacity, which can change network structure as the load increased equivalent method.
A. Heterogeneous Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm
The edges in the network, divided into "controlled side" and "uncontrolled side" two parts, the bandwidth of the controlled edge for b1, the bandwidth of the uncontrolled edge for b2. Here, considering the connection edge network bandwidth constraints, on the whole as a fixed amount of network bandwidth resources to view.
In order to determine the "controlled side", first calculate the Betweenness each node, and for the entire network and qualitative allocated bandwidth allocation of bandwidth -each edge b0, for total bandwidth on the network is B = b0M, M the total number of edges network; Then, for each edge empowerment is respectively an edge node Betweenness, according to the weight from big to small order, delete the edge that the i  j is biggest, on the edge of removing process, if there is more than one weights of the biggest, selected one randomly ; At the same time, marking out side, as a "controlled side" in a "controlled side" in the table. Repeat this process until you reach setting the proportion of "controlled side" limit ce f .., or network connectivity is destroyed to stop, the delete mark of "controlled side" in the table edge according to delete order that you identified in the network edge "controlled side".
Allocation of bandwidth as "controlled side" in the table edge 1 b , and 10 bb , namely: unit time step allows only relatively small data packets through the edge. In this way, guarantee the connectivity of network, and greatly reduce the packet transmission capacity of these "controlled side". And for uncontrolled allocated bandwidth:  , the random rewiring probability of WS network model is p = 0.3, < K>= 4. The processing capacity of node packet is 100, every link on the edge of the initial bandwidth is b0 = 10, controlled and bandwidth 1 1 b  . In traffic models, run after 5000 time steps that network traffic achieve stability, take steps to calculate the average of 1000. After the simulation results are 20 times average of independent experiments. Figure 1 reflects the percentage changes in controlled edge BA network model in the network load capacity changes. As you can see the controlled side ratio ce f moderate increases, the network load ability increased to different extent, when controlled the proportion ce f increases to a certain extent, load capacity fell within the network, illustrates the controlled side ratio optimal value is found in the network. α value to achieve the c s value, it can be seen that through heterogeneous allocated bandwidth, allows data flow to be changed(α) value changes reflect the network data flow direction change, and α specific value belongs to the nature of the routing algorithm, is not in this paper, the reason behind no longer discussion). BA networks the simulation of the optimal controlled side ratio cb , There is a waste of bandwidth resources in the high number of nodes. BA scale-free networks exist in a center node, and have a very high degree, and most of the average node degree is small, less than the average value of network node degree. In this paper the simulation oselected BA.
In the network, the general node connectivity and bandwidth is less than 60Ci>B, these nodes i out s are limited by the bandwidth, improve the node connectivity and bandwidth are particularly important, as can be seen from the figure 2, in BA scale-free network, the stronger the nodes tend to be high Betweenness node, node has a positive correlation between degree and Betweenness, and the simulation of BA networks Pearson Correlation Coefficients is 0.95. Therefore, according to our bandwidth allocation algorithm, high degree in BA network node can appear a large number of controlled around edge. Figure 3 Showed with the increase of network controlled side ratio, center node connectivity and bandwidth resources are reducing, and reduce this part of the bandwidth resources are evenly distributed to the general node of bandwidth resources, make the whole network each node connectivity and bandwidth resource allocation is more tend to be more balanced. Here, we introduce the statistical standard deviation of the concept to reflect the degree and the degree of heterogeneity. The smaller the standard deviation value represents a more balanced, and suggests that the heterogeneity is strong. Figure 4 is that the controlled side increases in BA network, the node connection bandwidth of standard deviation change. As the controlled side proportion increase in BA networks, bandwidth standard deviation values are falling, connectivity and bandwidth of each node tends to equilibrium. Figure 5 and Figure 6 is WS degree and Betweenness distribution network nodes, it can be seen that the WS network with uniform distribution, the distribution of Betweenness heterogeneity is bigger. In the simulation of network platform, Figure 7 reflects the WS network node connection bandwidth Bi of standard deviation and maximum load capacity, c R along with the change of controlled side ratio increases, it is found that ce f is 0.1(±0.01), the standard deviation in the minimum bandwidth, the network bandwidth distribute optimal, load capacity is the largest. Found ce f is 0.1 (+/-0.01), the standard deviation in the minimum bandwidth, the network bandwidth optimal distribution, load capacity is the largest. At the same time add controlled side in the process of Bi bandwidth standard deviation on the side of compute nodes connected with network load capacity of c R Pearson Correlation Coefficients is 0.87, it can be seen that in the WS small-world network node connectivity and bandwidth distribution is more balanced, the stronger load capacity of whole the network Because the small world network, although the Betweenness distributed heterogeneous, uniform distribution, but the degrees around the negative load node join relatively controlled side can make the network load of each node and the relative bandwidth balancing, load and bandwidth has strong correlation; And BA in the networks, the node Betweenness or connection degree, the center node and node is a big difference in general. So, to achieve maximum load capacity, the node connection between individual nodes and bandwidth Bi still have considerable heterogeneity.
Network node degree of the standard deviation can measure the degree of heterogeneous network topology, the greater the standard deviation value network topology is, the stronger heterogeneity is. As we can be seen from the Figure 8 , WS small-world networks topology of heterogeneous degree strengthened with p values increase. Visible from the Figure 9 , in WS small-world networks, the optimal node connection bandwidth distribution and the corresponding control while along with the network heterogeneity increased with increasing percentage. Node degree and Betweenness heterogeneous distribution network exist a certain amount of redundant path in the process of data packet transmission. When some nodes packet load is heavier, there is other paths can bypass these nodes. We found that the nodes at the same processing power and bandwidth distribution uniformity, negative load at the center of the node is limited to their own data processing ability, the connecting boundary occupying lots of excess bandwidth resources; Data processing ability and have the same general nodes is usually less bandwidth, node in the center of the common nodes need to share the load and usually is limited by the bandwidth of the connection side; According to the findings, proposed the bandwidth allocation algorithm, through the release of some node of excess bandwidth resources reasonably, the part of the center node connection around the edge into a "controlled side", to reduce the bandwidth of the "controlled side", with little damage to the network topology and release the "controlled side" bandwidth resources assigned to its the general node connection around the edge, in order to improve the bandwidth efficiency of resource utilization, increase network load performance. In the same type and size of the WS networks, heterogeneous degree is higher, the proportion of the corresponding network redundant edges is higher, and therefore the higher the proportion of controlled side need to join. We are also done to the same size of different network simulation, found that high degree of heterogeneity of the network, to achieve the optimal load need to join controlled side ratio is higher.
Heterogeneous bandwidth allocation algorithm makes BA networks load performance mainly comes from two parts, one is the heterogeneous bandwidth allocation algorithm which is effectively limited the flock to the center node data flow, relieve congestion nodes, the center of the part will be load into normal nodes, relative balance the load of each node; Secondly, connect the nodes at the centre of the excess bandwidth allocated while bandwidth shortage of common nodes, makes the most node connection edge enhanced transmission capacity, better digest the transferred load at the same time. For WS small-world networks, due to the node degree distribution uniformity, the bandwidth constraints for all nodes of data traffic the played a restricted role. Add a small amount of controlled connection will make various nodes and bandwidth to achieve the best state, and achieve the optimal network load capacity.
Bandwidth allocation algorithm is with routing algorithm with application of sensing nodes congestion. Under special circumstances, controlled the bandwidth of the edge is 0, this set of algorithms are still valid. It is important to note that if you use the shortest path routing, join controlled side bandwidth of 0 then you need to rethink the network topology, the edge of the delete controlled in after a new network structure to calculate the shortest path, otherwise it will cause a packet in the original on the shortest path of nodes in a large number of accumulation, reduce network load capacity. In a word, this paper proposed the heterogeneous bandwidth allocation algorithm, optimizes the network bandwidth resource allocation, regulate the network traffic, makes overall load capacity is relatively homogeneous distribution network bandwidth has larger ascension. Zhang Huibin (1972-), male, master degree, associate professor, major research areas are intelligent algorithm.
